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Quality of legislation Quality of legislation 
–– Slovenian viewSlovenian view



General principles of General principles of 
legislationlegislation

Professor Georg Professor Georg MMüüllerller::
InitiationInitiation
Consideration on current Consideration on current 
positionposition
Definition of objectivesDefinition of objectives
Draft plan of the Draft plan of the 
achievement of objectivesachievement of objectives
Decision with regard to planDecision with regard to plan
End of draftEnd of draft
Review of draftReview of draft
DecisionDecision
PublicationPublication

ImplementationImplementation
Monitoring of impact and Monitoring of impact and 
correction of defectscorrection of defects
Cooperation of interested Cooperation of interested 
and general public and general public 
Good legislation is a rational Good legislation is a rational 
process process -- methodical methodical 
approach, time approach, time 
Legislative cultureLegislative culture



How to implement the principles?How to implement the principles?
Professor Professor AlexandreAlexandre FluckigerFluckiger: Le : Le 
plus plus clairclair, le , le moinsmoins approximatifapproximatif et le et le 
plus direct possible.plus direct possible.
Low number of high quality Low number of high quality 
regulations easily understandable for regulations easily understandable for 
citizens. citizens. 
Ideal of rule of law, stable clear Ideal of rule of law, stable clear 
regulations. regulations. 
Complexity of life in modern society. Complexity of life in modern society. 
Standardization also left to Standardization also left to parapara--state state 
authorities, corporative organizations, authorities, corporative organizations, 
agencies.agencies.



What is so special about Slovenia?What is so special about Slovenia?

Small country Small country 
Young stateYoung state
Critical mass of people Critical mass of people 
Small state administration Small state administration 
Always a good province, in Always a good province, in 
AustroAustro--Hungarian monarchy, Hungarian monarchy, 
Kingdom of Yugoslavia, in Kingdom of Yugoslavia, in 
Yugoslavia Yugoslavia 
Without big battles, generals, Without big battles, generals, 
history history 
Culture, science and in Culture, science and in 
particular Slovenian language particular Slovenian language 
defining us. defining us. 



What is so special about Slovenia?What is so special about Slovenia?

Carinthia  Carinthia  
1414 Ernest 1414 Ernest ŽŽeleznielezni

FreisingFreising Documents Documents 
((972 972 –– 1039) 1039) 
In 1584 got translation of the In 1584 got translation of the 
Bible as 16th nation in the Bible as 16th nation in the 
World World 
Statue of a poet on the main Statue of a poet on the main 
square square 
CenturiesCenturies--long battle for long battle for 
national identitynational identity
Sensitivity for language, Sensitivity for language, 
culture, also legal culture with culture, also legal culture with 
centuriescenturies--long tradition long tradition 
SFRY: common cores, NBYSFRY: common cores, NBY



Causes for legal standardization and Causes for legal standardization and 
implementation of laws being below implementation of laws being below 

optimum leveloptimum level
Deficient qualifications, lack of personnel Deficient qualifications, lack of personnel 
Questionable pay competence of public Questionable pay competence of public 
sectorsector
OutsourcingOutsourcing
NormativisticNormativistic idealism:idealism:

It is simple to claim: Legislation is bad. It is simple to claim: Legislation is bad. 
Covering incapacity to implement Covering incapacity to implement 
regulations. regulations. 

European Union: European Union: 
Standards, free movement of capital, Standards, free movement of capital, 
goods, people, openness for competition, goods, people, openness for competition, 
Euro Euro 
More regulations than we would adopt, More regulations than we would adopt, 
foreign legal institutes, foreign legal institutes, nomotechnicsnomotechnics, , 
translations and legal translations and legal certaintycertainty

Regulations adoption rateRegulations adoption rate
Absence of RIAAbsence of RIA
CorporativismCorporativism



Disadvantages of legal standardization in Disadvantages of legal standardization in 
RSRS

Underestimation of care for high Underestimation of care for high 
quality administration, lack of quality administration, lack of 
qualifications and motives of qualifications and motives of 
administration for preparation administration for preparation 
(and implementation) of (and implementation) of 
regulations. regulations. 
Most often completely Most often completely 
unnecessary hastiness when unnecessary hastiness when 
adopting regulations. adopting regulations. 
Poor assessment of impacts of Poor assessment of impacts of 
existing regulations, shallow and existing regulations, shallow and 
often even wrong evaluation of often even wrong evaluation of 
needs for regulations changes. needs for regulations changes. 
Legal standardization is often Legal standardization is often 
without control, justified with without control, justified with 
specific problems and examples.specific problems and examples.

Constant changes Constant changes ––
instability of legal instability of legal 
order. order. 
Inadequate solutions Inadequate solutions 
adopted in haste adopted in haste 
generate the need to generate the need to 
change them.  change them.  
Our regulation is Our regulation is 
already Methuselah already Methuselah 
when 10 years old.when 10 years old.



Poor implementation of regulationsPoor implementation of regulations
Is the most common Is the most common 
reason for changes of reason for changes of 
regulations. regulations. 
The worst in most The worst in most 
demanding cases demanding cases 
Regulation changes Regulation changes 
instead better instead better 
administrative skills for administrative skills for 
implementation of implementation of 
regulationsregulations
Even such a good act Even such a good act 
cannot cannot ““stickstick”” without without 
implementation implementation 
capability.capability.



Regulatory Impact Assessment Regulatory Impact Assessment -- RIARIA

We have it but it is obviously We have it but it is obviously 
poorly executed. poorly executed. 
RIARIA

MPA methodologyMPA methodology
Impact assessment does not Impact assessment does not 
go well with outsourcing, go well with outsourcing, 
corporativisticcorporativistic manner of manner of 
regulation adoption or with regulation adoption or with 
haste.haste.
Consistent implementation Consistent implementation 
of regulatory impact of regulatory impact 
assessment could result in assessment could result in 
considerable improvement of considerable improvement of 
our legislative practice. our legislative practice. 



RIA RIA –– What is its purpose?What is its purpose?

RIA provides a framework, a tool to analyse most probable impactRIA provides a framework, a tool to analyse most probable impacts of s of 
legislative measures and their most probable consequences from tlegislative measures and their most probable consequences from the panel he panel 
of various options, for which the politics can decide. of various options, for which the politics can decide. 
Allows us to apply a regulation and/or its amendment only when nAllows us to apply a regulation and/or its amendment only when necessary ecessary 
for the legislative intervention to be in proportion with the rifor the legislative intervention to be in proportion with the risks. sks. 
Simplifies and deregulates where possible and to the highest posSimplifies and deregulates where possible and to the highest possible sible 
extent. extent. 
Should clarify the question about goals tracked by policies and Should clarify the question about goals tracked by policies and offer offer 
options for their achievement. Options should also include a posoptions for their achievement. Options should also include a possibility to sibility to 
““do nothingdo nothing”” and a possibility to use other remedies. RIA therefore offers and a possibility to use other remedies. RIA therefore offers 
an answer to the question how our goals can be reached in the moan answer to the question how our goals can be reached in the most st 
optimum way.optimum way.



How can better regulatory impact How can better regulatory impact 
assessment be achieved?assessment be achieved?

Analysis of situation and reasons for Analysis of situation and reasons for 
necessary regulation changes, especially necessary regulation changes, especially 
when a regulation is to be changed when a regulation is to be changed 
before 4 years have expired. before 4 years have expired. 
What was wrong with the assessment, What was wrong with the assessment, 
who is responsible for that? who is responsible for that? 
Training, stable career progression Training, stable career progression 
Work on a regulation, always inside the Work on a regulation, always inside the 
authority even when more demanding at authority even when more demanding at 
the beginningthe beginning
The administration shall feel the act as its The administration shall feel the act as its 
own and as such easier to implement.own and as such easier to implement.



NomotechnicsNomotechnics in Slovenian texts of in Slovenian texts of 
European regulationsEuropean regulations

Problem of inconsistent Problem of inconsistent 
nomotechnicsnomotechnics in Slovenian in Slovenian 
texts of European legal acts and texts of European legal acts and 
regulations of the RS. regulations of the RS. 
Slovenian Slovenian nomotechnicsnomotechnics is is 
actually not used in Slovenian actually not used in Slovenian 
texts of European regulations, texts of European regulations, 
instead the instead the nomotechnicsnomotechnics of of 
the regulation to be translated the regulation to be translated 
into Slovenian is used. into Slovenian is used. 
Such situation causes Such situation causes 
inconsistency of various acts.inconsistency of various acts.



What is the problem?What is the problem?

In other languages articles are numIn other languages articles are numberedbered
with cardinal numerals with cardinal numerals (Article 1),(Article 1), in in 
Slovenian with ordinal numerals Slovenian with ordinal numerals (1(1stst

Article).Article).
The same refers to references, designation The same refers to references, designation 
of indents, paragraphs, chapters, sections. of indents, paragraphs, chapters, sections. 
When preparing national regulationsWhen preparing national regulations,, we we 
need to assure direct reference to EU legal need to assure direct reference to EU legal 
acts. acts. 
It means that Slovenian It means that Slovenian nomotechnicsnomotechnics
should interfere with the finalized titles of should interfere with the finalized titles of 
EU legal acts. EU legal acts. 
Similar problems occur in international Similar problems occur in international 
treaties adopted in the framework of treaties adopted in the framework of 
Slovenian EU membership.Slovenian EU membership.



Master Yoda Slovenian?Master Yoda Slovenian?
This one a long time I This one a long time I 
have watchedhave watched……
The shroud of the dark The shroud of the dark 
side has fallen, begun the side has fallen, begun the 
clone war has.clone war has.
Mine, or I will help you Mine, or I will help you 
not.not.
Size matters not. Look at Size matters not. Look at 
me, judge me by my size, me, judge me by my size, 
do you? And well you do you? And well you 
should not.should not.



MultiMulti--lingualitylinguality on trialon trial
EU is not the USA, it is not a EU is not the USA, it is not a 
““melting potmelting pot””, but a multi, but a multi--
cultural, multicultural, multi--lingual societylingual society,,
respecting the differences. respecting the differences. 
Respect of a language, which Respect of a language, which 
also consists of a legal languagealso consists of a legal language
There is no single European There is no single European 
language, no uniform legal language, no uniform legal 
terminology, no common and terminology, no common and 
same legal tradition and same legal tradition and 
nomotechnicsnomotechnics
Evro Evro paradoxparadox::

Evro = Evro = EbpoEbpo
Evro Evro ≠≠ EuroEuro
EuroEuro = = EpboEpbo



Arguments for changeArguments for change
European Constitutional European Constitutional 
TreatyTreaty
Government Decision of Government Decision of 
21. 9. 200621. 9. 2006
Legal order of the Republic Legal order of the Republic 
of Slovenia is a legal order of Slovenia is a legal order 
consisting of the national consisting of the national 
legal order and the legal order and the 
Slovenian texts of EU Slovenian texts of EU 
regulations. regulations. 
A single legal order cannot A single legal order cannot 
present two sets of present two sets of 
nomotechnicsnomotechnics, legal , legal 
certainty certainty –– one will have to one will have to 
withdraw. withdraw. 
Without such problems Without such problems 
even in Yugoslaviaeven in Yugoslavia
Professional Professional –– political levelpolitical level
Both the EU and Slovenian interest is that the readers in SlovenBoth the EU and Slovenian interest is that the readers in Slovenia (for whom ia (for whom 
those texts are intended) have no problems accessing EU legal tethose texts are intended) have no problems accessing EU legal texts in Slovenian.xts in Slovenian.



MeaMea culpa, culpa, meamea maxima culpa!maxima culpa!
Year 2002Year 2002
Hastiness in regard of Hastiness in regard of 
accession to the EU accession to the EU 
Underestimation of Underestimation of 
possible problems caused possible problems caused 
by double by double nomotechnicsnomotechnics
There is no reason for us There is no reason for us 
to whip our backto whip our backss for the for the 
rest of our EU rest of our EU 
membership.membership.
Mistakes are made to be Mistakes are made to be 
corrected. corrected. 



Arguments against changeArguments against change
Proposed changes of Proposed changes of nomotechnicsnomotechnics
would bring confusion to the would bring confusion to the 
European acts and considerable European acts and considerable 
practical problems when preparing the practical problems when preparing the 
legislation concerned. legislation concerned. 
Preparation of legal acts in the existing Preparation of legal acts in the existing 
way is more efficient. way is more efficient. 
As a result of our practical problems As a result of our practical problems 
in the national legislation we cannot in the national legislation we cannot 
afford to bring confusion into the afford to bring confusion into the 
European legislative corpus (approx. European legislative corpus (approx. 
100,000 acts).  100,000 acts).  
We do not wish to stimulate wordWe do not wish to stimulate word--byby--
word copying of European legislation word copying of European legislation 
into the national legislation in into the national legislation in 
transposition of Directives.  transposition of Directives.  
It is not possible to have another way It is not possible to have another way 
of numeration in Slovenian than in of numeration in Slovenian than in 
other languages. other languages. 
Rules cannot differ between different Rules cannot differ between different 
institutions.institutions.

It often happens that those rules differ from the It often happens that those rules differ from the 
existing rules in individual countries, which is logical, existing rules in individual countries, which is logical, 
considering the fact that the European legal order is considering the fact that the European legal order is 
separate from legal orders of the Member States. separate from legal orders of the Member States. 
Some more work to do by lawyersSome more work to do by lawyers--redactorredactorss before before 
consolidation of texts.consolidation of texts.



We can reach an agreementWe can reach an agreement

For our proposals For our proposals 
concerning changes of concerning changes of 
nomotechnicsnomotechnics to be to be 
seriously considered, seriously considered, 
to organize a meeting, to organize a meeting, 
have a discussion and have a discussion and 
reach an agreement reach an agreement ––
not for the benefit of not for the benefit of 
bureaucracy, but for bureaucracy, but for 
the benefit of uniform the benefit of uniform 
legal order and in legal order and in 
favour of wellfavour of well--being of being of 
the RS in the EU and the RS in the EU and 
best possible best possible 
implementation of its implementation of its 
legal order in the RSlegal order in the RS..

Improvement of regulatory quality is a permanent Improvement of regulatory quality is a permanent 
duty. duty. 
Make a decision, define time when we switch to Make a decision, define time when we switch to 
uniform Slovenian uniform Slovenian nomotechnicsnomotechnics
Consolidated Consolidated andand codificatedcodificated textstexts
Historical DecisionsHistorical Decisions
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